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T here are many different types of molecular motor; some of
them move linearly along polymers, whereas others undergo
rotary motions (Table 1). Many other nucleotidases,

including tubulin, actin, chaperones and some G proteins, should
perhaps be considered as molecular motors as well because the
generation of mechanical strain is central to their activity. However,
the primary focus of this review is on linear cytoskeletal motors.
For detailed information on the structure, mechanism, superfamily
composition and biological roles of molecular motors, the reader is
referred to recent collections of reviews on these subjects (Box 1).

Origins of molecular motors
Molecular motors are exquisitely complicated and masterful
devices. A great deal of insight into the workings of these protein
machines comes from X-ray crystallography and other structural
studies. At the heart of most molecular motors is the ATPase site,
which binds to ATP, hydrolyses the b–g phosphate bond and then

releases phosphate and ADP. These enzymatic transitions elicit
small changes in protein structure surrounding the nucleotide,
which then propagate to other regions of the protein. Ultimately,
as shown for myosin (Fig. 1), these events become amplified into
larger interdomain motions that are responsible for producing
force and unidirectional motion1,2. These domino-like actions,
which link the active site to more distal mechanical elements, are
akin to those in the fanciful machines envisioned by cartoonist
Rube Goldberg (Fig. 1). Like the many diverse Rube Goldberg
devices, each molecular motor has crafted its own unique mechanism
that is specialized for performing its biological task. However,
unlike the Goldberg machines, which inefficiently accomplish a
simple action through maximal (albeit clever) effort, protein
motors have been tuned through evolution to operate with amazing
efficiency (close to 100% for the rotary ATPase motor!3). How
did such magnificent proteins evolve? We consider two inventions
as being important in the development of motors: one-dimensional
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In a universe that is dominated by increasing entropy, living organisms are a curious anomaly. The organization
that distinguishes living organisms from their inanimate surroundings relies upon their ability to execute
vectorial processes, such as directed movements and the assembly of macromolecules and organelle systems.
Many of these phenomena are executed by molecular motors that harness chemical potential energy to perform
mechanical work and unidirectional motion. This article explores how these remarkable protein machines might
have evolved and what roles they could play in biological and medical research in the coming decades.

TABLE 1. Examples of proteins that are believed to act as molecular motors

Motor Force-generating partner Energy source Motion Role and features Refsa

Cytoskeleletal motors
Kinesin Microtubule ATP Linear Mitosis/organelle transport, microtubule dynamics Ñb

Myosin Actin ATP Linear Muscle contraction/organelle transport/cytokinesis Ñb

Dynein Microtubule ATP Linear Ciliary beating/organelle transport/mitosis Ñb

Motor has four ATP-binding sites

Polymers
Actin None ATP Extend/shrink Cell motility/cortical organization 36
Microtubule None GTP Extend/shrink Mitosis/cytoplasmic organization 37
Dynamin Membranes GTP Pinching Endocytosis/vesicle budding 38
Spasmin/centrin None? Ca2+ Contraction Contraction 39

G proteins
EfG Ribosome GTP Lever Movement of peptidyl-tRNA, mRNA in the ribosome Ñb,40

Rotary motors
F1 ATPase Fo complex ATP Rotary ATP synthesis/hydrolysis, reversible/100% efficient Ñb,3
Bacterial flagellar Many proteins H+/Na+ Rotary Bacterial propulsion, rapidly reversible motor Ñb

Rings
AAA proteins Various partners ATP Twisting? Disruption of proteinÑprotein interactions 41
GroEl GroES, unfolded protein ATP Prying Protein folding 29,42

Nucleic acid motors
Polymerase DNA/RNA ATP Linear Template replication Ñb,29
Helicases DNA/RNA ATP Linear Unwinding activity Ñb

SMC proteins DNA, condensins ATP Condensation Chromosome formation 43

aThe representative references feature reviews or articles that highlight mechanical activities of these proteins. 
bSee Box 1.
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electrostatic sliding along polymers, and a conformational-change
mechanism in the active site of a nucleotidase enzyme.

The sliders
It is likely that the first movements displayed by a protein along a
polymer were diffusional. Although such motion is random, two
molecules can find one another much more rapidly if they are
constrained to one dimension instead of three. This general premise
was evaluated quantitatively and popularized by Adam and Delbruck
in 1968 (Ref. 4). A demonstration of such a mechanism came
from later studies of the lac repressor, which finds its promoter at
1000-fold faster rates than those expected from a solution-based,
diffusion-controlled process5. The lac repressor accomplishes this
feat through thermal-driven sliding over long stretches of DNA as
well as occasional strand transfer between distal regions of a DNA
molecule. The existence and importance of one-dimensional dif-
fusion is now fairly well embraced for other nucleic-acid-binding
proteins such as EcoRI (Ref. 6), RNA polymerase7,8 and ribosomes9.

Examples of diffusion along cytoskeletal polymers are rare,
but they do exist. A dynein motor, trapped in one conformation
by binding to ADP-vanadate, diffuses along the microtubule sur-
face, moving randomly to adjacent tubulin subunits at rates of
10 000 s–1 (Ref. 10). Similar behaviour has been observed subse-
quently for kinesin motors11 and dynamin12. A particularly
intriguing example is the kinesin-related motor KIF1A, which
both diffuses randomly along the length of the microtubule and
exhibits ATP-driven unidirectional motion13. The diffusional
motion of dynein and kinesin motors could allow them to hold
on to the microtubule in-between force-generating events or in
response to microtubule depolymerization14.

How do proteins slide along polymers? DNA can be viewed as
an isopotential, electrostatic surface, which is perfectly suited for one-
dimensional diffusion (Fig. 2). When jolted to the right or left by
thermal agitation, a protein with a weak complementary electro-
static interface can displace DNA-bound counter-ions readily and
thereby move along the surface at very little energetic cost, without
detaching. The mechanism of diffusional motion along protein
polymers is less clear. However, the atomic structure of a–b
tubulin15 suggests one possibility (Fig. 2). The C-terminus of
tubulin contains predominantly acidic residues that are disordered,
and these residues could interact weakly with basic residues on
the surface of KIF1A13 or other proteins. Rapid diffusional
motion of the disordered C-terminal peptide could allow an asso-
ciated protein to come in contact with and transfer to the same
electrostatic peptide on an adjacent tubulin monomer (Fig. 2).
Because of the weak nature of the interaction, this transfer could
occur rapidly and enable the observed rates of sliding.

The development of a ‘sliding’ protein is less demanding than
constructing a motor, so such proteins might have preceded the more
sophisticated invention of molecular motors. The protein-based
polymers, such as ftsZ in prokaryotes and microtubules (a relative
of ftsZ), actin and septins in eukaryotes, might have evolved ini-
tially as scaffolds for concentrating cytosolic enzymes and increasing
interaction rates through one-dimensional searches. Contemporary
versions of cytoskeletal ‘sliders’ might also be more common than
is currently appreciated, and other kinds of tracks, such as cyto-
plasmic nuclear pore filaments16, could also serve as substrates for
short-range diffusion. Detecting such diffusional movements is
difficult. However, more ‘sliders’ might be discovered in the
future using microscopes that can track single molecules8,13.

Sliders and switches unite
Protein nucleotidases that can change conformation between NTP
and NDP states constitute another great evolutionary invention.
Contemporary versions of such proteins (e.g. G proteins) act as

FIGURE 1. Mechanism of machines great and small. (a) A fanciful device created by
Rube Goldberg (safety device for walking on icy pavements). When you slip on ice, your
foot kicks paddle (A), lowering finger (B). Snapping turtle (C) extends neck to bite finger,
opening ice tongs (D) and dropping pillow (E), thus allowing you to fall on something soft!
(legend taken from original cartoon). This figure was reproduced, with permission,
from Rube Goldberg, Inc. RUBE GOLDBERG is the (R) and (c) of Rube Goldberg Inc.
(b,c) The chain of events leading to the lever arm motion of the myosin motor. The
light chains on the lever arm helix have been omitted for clarity. (b) The ÔATPÕ state of
myosin motor domain (specifically the ADPÑAlF4

2 structure of smooth muscle myosin1

[Protein Data Bank (PDB) code 1BR2]. (c) Another position of the lever arm [ADP
structure of scallop myosin44 (PDB-1B7T)]. After ATP is hydrolysed and phosphate is
released from the active site, the switch II loop (red) swings away from the nucleotide
(grey), triggering a rotation of the switch II helix (light red) and adjoining relay loop.
This motion causes a rearrangement of a crucial helix that is intact in (b) but
disordered in (c) (Ôreactive cysteineÕ helix; orange) as well as a pronounced shift in the
position of the ÔconverterÕ region (yellow). The movement of the converter repositions
the angle of the long helical lever arm (purple), and this rotation is believed to drive
movement (e.g. an object attached to the tip of the purple helix would move from top
to bottom). For purpose of illustration, the two extreme positions of the lever arm
that have been observed are depicted in (b) and (c); however, the lever arm position
at the end of the power stroke might have an intermediate angular position45.

BOX 1. Recent collections of reviews on molecular motors
Molecular motors and associated proteins (1999) in Guidebook to the Cytoskeletal and

Motor Proteins (2nd edn) (Kreis, T. and Vale, R., eds), pp. 365Ñ486, Oxford
University Press

Reviews on molecular motors (1998) Cell 93, 1Ñ24
Macromolecular machines (1998) Cell 92, 291Ñ390
Frontiers in cell biology: the cytoskeleton (1998) Science 279, 519Ñ533
Special topic: molecular motors of eukaryotic cells (1996) Annu. Rev. Physiol.

28, 669Ñ792
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switches or gates that ensure directionality and fidelity to many
synthetic and signal-transduction processes. Molecular motors
probably arose from the combination of a slider and switch in a
single protein. The nucleotide switch adds two new capabilities.
First, in addition to a weak binding state that allows the slider to
move easily along the polymer surface, the switch could temporarily
dock the motor onto the polymer in a tight binding configuration.
For example, the ATP-bound myosin motor binds weakly to
actin through a lysine-rich loop (loop 2)17. After hydrolysis and
phosphate release, myosin then docks tightly through a larger and

more-specific interface, which provides the necessary footing to
generate force. Second, the switch can create a reversible asymmetry,
which allows the protein to move unidirectionally. This asymmetry
is generally believed to be generated by a conformational change
in the motor protein (Fig. 1), although an asymmetrical energy
barrier in the polymer that favours thermal displacements in one
direction is also possible for some types of motors18.

The notion that motors evolved from molecular switches is
supported by structural studies. Kinesin and myosin have a similar
structural fold that clearly indicates their origin from a common
ancestral protein. In addition, they share with G proteins similar
secondary-structure topology and active-site residues in the region
of the nucleotide-binding site19. Myosin, kinesin and G proteins
could all have originated from a simple nucleotide-binding pro-
tein with four b-strands, while other motors (e.g. F1 ATP synthase
and recA) appear to have evolved from other types of ancestral
nucleotide-binding proteins19.

The expanding repertoire of cytoskeletal motors:
enabling increasing cellular complexity
In the simple eukaryote Saccharomyces cerevisiae, all of the cyto-
skeletal motors are known, and they function in establishing cellular
compartments and in segregating components during cell divi-
sion. Mammals contain many more molecular motors than does
S. cerevisiae. Although the exact numbers are uncertain, it is prob-
able that the human genome contains .150 different genes
encoding kinesin, myosin and dynein. Why are there so many?
The answer probably lies in the fact that new motors, as well as
new methods of regulating existing motors, constitute an impor-
tant tool box for generating the complicated and asymmetric
intracellular environments needed by specialized cell types.

Numerous examples support the notion that molecular motors
create much of the asymmetry observed in nature. In preparation for
development, molecular motors transport different mRNAs to
specific regions of the oocyte, which in turn establish gradients of
morphogenetic proteins20. Different dramatic movements set up
other types of specialized asymmetries, such as the rotational motion
of the vegetal cortex over the cytoplasm in fertilized Xenopus eggs21.
Another provocative example came from discoveries that mutations
in dynein1 and a kinesin (KIF3A/B)22,23 cause randomized left–right
asymmetry in mice. This result led to the fascinating discovery that
cilia of the embryonic nodal cells (which are defective or absent in
the motor mutants) are motile and can transport latex beads from
right to left in the extraembryonic fluid22. These findings raise the
possibility that motile embryonic cilia, by creating a fluid flow,
generate a left–right asymmetry of an unknown morphogen.

Motors also help to create and maintain much of the unique
structure and physiology of highly differentiated cells. Neurons
selectively express several kinesin and myosin motors that are crucial
for transporting cargo down the highly elongated axons and den-
drites24,25. Two myosin genes (encoding myosin VI and VII) also
play important roles in sensory epithelial cells. Although their exact
functions are not clear, defects in these myosins produce syndromes
that include progressive retinal degeneration and structural defects
in the stereocilia of the ear hair cells (e.g. Usher’s syndrome)26,27.

The future
Our understanding of molecular motors has changed rapidly over
the past 20 years. Back in 1979, kinesin had not yet been discov-
ered, and the majority of research on molecular motors was con-
fined to the two-headed myosins of skeletal and smooth muscles.
In vitro motility assays did not exist, and work on chemomechanical
transduction was performed exclusively on contracting muscles.
A new type of myosin (single-headed myosin I) was reported in
the early 1970s by a young upstart named Tom Pollard, but this

FIGURE 2. Models for weak electrostatic interactions of protein with polymers. (a) The
atomic structures of the DNA-binding domain of lac repressor [Protein Data Bank (PDB)
code 1LCC] (bottom) and DNA (top). A basic patch (blue) on the lac repressor is
modelled here to form a weak electrostatic contact with the phosphate backbone (red)
of the DNA. (b) Atomic models for a kinesin catalytic core (bottom) docked onto a
microtubule polymer (top). To create this image, the highly charged C-terminal peptide
of a and b tubulin was modelled onto the published atomic structure (PDB-1TUB) using
the program O. To reflect its disorder, the configuration of the peptide was varied for
each subunit. For the kinesin motor, the lysine-containing L12 loop of KIF1A was
modelled into the Ncd catalytic core structure (PDB-2NCD) to reflect the possible
electrostatic surface of the KIF1A motor. The electrostatic potential surface (blue,
positive; red, acidic) for the proteins was calculated using the program GRASP. As this
program cannot be applied to nucleic acids, the phosphate backbone of the DNA was
manually coloured red in (a). Scale bars, 20 �.
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result was largely dismissed at the time as a proteolytic artifact. In
addition, few people, with the exception of visionaries such as Paul
Boyer, would have considered F1 ATPase to be a molecular motor.

Today, numerous molecular motors are known, and it is now
possible to measure steps, force production and ATPase of single
molecular motors in ways that could not have been imagined two
decades earlier. Furthermore, while not even having been classi-
fied as a motor several years ago, the dark-horse F1 ATPase has
emerged from the pack and arguably surpassed the century-long
front-runner muscle myosin as the best-understood molecular
motor. Given how unpredictable the past 20 years have been,
what might the future have in store?

Redefining and studying motors
The increasing prominence of the rotary F1 ATPase as a molecular
motor probably foreshadows a future trend in which more proteins
will be considered and studied as molecular motors. Traditionally,
motors have been classified as enzymes that move unidirectionally
along DNA and protein polymers as well as the complex proton-
driven bacterial flagellar motor. However, it is likely that many
other proteins generate a mechanical force that is important for their
activity (see Table 1 for details). For example, the ring-shaped
chaperone GroEL undergoes a large interdomain motion during its
ATPase cycle, and this mechanical action can pry misfolded
polypeptides apart so that they relax to a new folded state28. No
doubt the mechanical behaviour of many of these enzymes will be
investigated in the future using new assays and instruments. Once
force transducers are successfully applied, we will probably find
that these proteins can generate as much force as muscle myosin29.
In summary, motors are all around us, and applying mechanical
and chemical kinetic studies to these ‘new’ motor proteins will 
be instructive for a broad understanding of the similarities and
differences in how proteins harness chemical energy.

The dynamic motions of proteins are also an important emerging
area of research. Methods such as X-ray crystallography and electron
microscopy have provided static images of proteins deduced by
ensemble averaging. However, recent single-molecule studies suggest
that enzymes can adopt different conformations from one enzymatic
reaction to the next30. A given chemical intermediate might not
correspond to a single protein state, but instead it could represent
an equilibrium between several conformations. In the future,
attaining simultaneous measurements of enzyme chemistry, protein
conformational changes and force generation represents a daunt-
ing but feasible challenge for understanding protein dynamics31.

Molecular motors and medicine
Molecular motors represent a new and unexplored arena for drug
discovery and therapeutics. Agents that perturb cytoskeletal
tracks (e.g. cytochalasin for actin; nocodazole, vinblastine and
taxol for microtubules) have been used widely in research as well
as in medical treatment (e.g. vinblastine, vincristine and taxol for
cancer chemotherapy). However, inhibitors of polymer function

also have significant disadvantages as they disrupt a wide range of
cellular functions and affect virtually all tissues. This lack of
specificity complicates the interpretation of biological experi-
ments and creates unwanted side effects in clinical settings (e.g.
taxol-induced neuropathies owing to effects on axonal micro-
tubules). Therefore, small-molecule inhibitors and activators of
molecular motors provide a potentially richer bounty for cell
biologists and physicians. Unlike the cytoskeletal elements, most
motor proteins perform highly specialized functions (e.g. distinct
kinesins are used for mitosis versus axonal transport, and distinct
myosins are used for cardiac contraction versus cytokinesis), and
many are expressed in a tissue- or even a cell-cycle-specific man-
ner. Because of their intricate enzymatic and mechanical mecha-
nisms, motors also represent good targets for small molecules.
Efforts to find drugs against motor proteins are under way32, and
such endeavours should come to fruition in the coming decade.

It is also possible that new types of motors will be designed or
evolved through cellular or in vitro selection procedures. For
example, it has recently been possible to control the direction of
kinesin movement on a microtubule through protein engineer-
ing33–35. An understanding of motor–cargo interactions could
also lead to the design of therapeutic agents that bind to motors
for the purpose of targeting these drugs to particular regions of
the cell where they can be concentrated for maximal effect. For
example, targeted retrograde axonal transport might be useful for
delivering therapeutics in the nervous system. Similarly, design-
ing and introducing new motors (or activating the transcrip-
tion/motility of existing motors) could be useful in stimulating
transport in neurological diseases, such as amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis, or in improving contractility in cardiac failure. Protein
motors also have the potential to become components of micron-
or submicron-sized mechanical devices.

Motors and cellular organization
Massive genomic and proteomic databases are currently being
embraced with great enthusiasm. However, in addition to know-
ing which genes get turned on and off and determining the inter-
acting partners for all proteins, the three-dimensional distribu-
tions of components will be essential for understanding how cells
respond to their environment. Information processing in the cell
does not take place in an ordered and civil environment, as it
does in a silicon chip. Rather, life is very physical and dramatic –
organelles and proteins are in constant motion in the rough-and-
tumble cytoplasmic environment, dendrites are twitching to
explore new connections, and cells undergo dramatic shape
changes during development. At the heart of all motion and
intracellular asymmetry lies a variety of molecular motors. Just as
polymers, sliders, switches and motors proved to be invaluable
inventions at the earliest stages of primitive life, they no doubt
play a central role in generating the remarkable complexity of a
human being. For such reasons, molecular motors will continue
to be in the limelight and keep biologists busy for years to come.
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T o celebrate the new millennium, I have been asked to pro-
vide a short perspective on intracellular protein degra-
dation, give some personal history, predict the future and

offer insights. Although it is feasible to explain the present status
of the field, it is possibly arrogant to try to predict what the next
millennium holds for proteolysis research. After all, 1000 years
ago, the Byzantine empire was at its height and many unantici-
pated revolutions in scientific thought lay far in the future. What
is probably most in need of explanation is how such a seemingly
pedestrian process as intracellular protein breakdown has success-
fully assaulted the bastions of modern molecular biology to become
such a prominent feature of intracellular regulation. Some might
ask whether this is another case of the Vandals sacking Rome or,
as I shall argue, a new Age of Enlightenment.

The dynamic state of body structure
Early biochemists and physiologists believed that the constituents of
the cell were stable and that protein synthesis was restricted to periods
of growth. Urea production was seen as the fate of dietary amino
acids and not as a product of the turnover of cellular protein. That
view had to be abandoned when isotopes, such as 15N, were applied
to metabolism. Starting in the late 1930s, the study of the kinetics
of uptake and secretion of dietary amino acids by Shoenheimer led
to a new view of metabolism: ‘The simile of the combustion engine
pictured the steady flow of fuel into a fixed system, and the con-
version of this fuel into waste products. The new results imply
that not only the fuel but also the structural materials are in a
steady state of flux. The classical picture must thus be replaced by
one which takes account of the dynamic state of body structure’1.

Intracellular proteolysis
Marc Kirschner

Our present understanding of intracellular protein degradation developed from an attempt to understand the
metabolic stability of proteins in cells. With the unravelling of its complex biochemical machinery has come a
realization that protein degradation plays an important role in the most crucial events in the cell cycle, in signal
transduction and in maintaining the integrity of the proper folded state of proteins. In this review, I attempt to
trace the curious history of intracellular protein degradation, its novel and elegant biochemistry and to extract
the features that might be important for the next era of studies in cell physiology. 


